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 The minimum angle at which two points in an 
image can be resolved

θ = angular resolution

λ = wavelength

D = telescope diameter



 The use of multiple telescopes to maximize 
angular resolution.

ALMA array in Chilean 
Andes Mountains



 Distortion of an image due to variations of the 
refractive index of the atmosphere.

 Causes:
◦ Turbulence 

◦ Temperature

◦ Density

◦ Humidity



An animated image of the surface of 
the Moon showing the effects of the 

Earth's atmosphere

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Seeing_Moon.gif


Wavefront distortion caused by

atmospheric seeing

Before the turbulence, the 
light is in phase (coherent)

After the turbulence, the 
light is no longer in phase

(The light reaches the observer at 
the same time and from the same 

direction)

(The light arrives at different times 
from different directions)





 Mountain-based telescopes are useful in 
eliminating much of the distortion caused by 
the atmosphere

NOAO's Cerro Tololo Interamerican 
Observatory in Chile

Keck Observatory in Mauna Kea



 Bright objects within a small angular distance 
from the source which provide a signal with 
enough intensity to accurately measure the 
wavefront distortion

α ≤ 6
o



 It is complicated and expensive to ensure 
satellite is in line of sight between 
observatory and source. 



 Aperture Synthesis:



 Advantages: 
◦ Lower cost

◦ Easier to operate

 Disadvantages:
◦ Inability to control flights



 The Angle Problem

 The Set of Solutions Problem

 Altitude and Azimuth Calculation

α = Balloon Angle
δ = Source Declination
HA = Source Hour Angle

RE = Radius of the Earth

Parameters: Balt = Balloon Altitude

Blat = Balloon Latitude

Blong = Balloon Longitude
Talt = Telescope Altitude
Tlat = Telescope Latitude
Tlong = Telescope Longitude



A necessary piece of information before flight 
would be the set of all locations where the 
balloon can be and still accomplish its task



First, we apply this coordinate transformation,









We also must check if the balloon is 
within the range of allowable angles 
in real-time 



Talt = Telescope Altitude

Tlat = Telescope Latitude

Tlong = Telescope Longitude

δ = Source Declination

HA = Source Hour Angle

α = Balloon Angle

RE = Radius of the Earth

Balt = Balloon Altitude

Blat = Balloon Latitude

Blong = Balloon Longitude



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Azimuth-Altitude_schematic.svg


The angle between the horizon and the balloon

O



The angle between the balloon and North, measured to the East



 Develop more software tools

 Better flight predictions

 Design a guidance system to put on the balloon which 
will allow more control over the flight path

 Collaboration with radio astronomers
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 Convolution compares the relative phase of two 
signals


